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[57] ABSTRACT 
An electroencephalographic instrument for the bio 
feedback of human brain waves within the Alpha and 
Theta frequency bands utilizes an adjustable headband 
electrode and a clip-on electrode as its pick-ups and 
earphones which provide an audible signal to the user. 
The circuitry of the instrument includes an active ?l 
ter comprising a band-pass network and an opera 
tional ampli?er, and an oscillator whose frequency is 
modulated by the active ?lter. 

8 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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BRAIN WAVE FEEDBACK INSTRUMENT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to electroen 
cephalographic instruments and more particularly to 
such an instrument providing to a subject an audible 
indication of brain waves within the Alpha and-Theta 
frequency ranges. 

It has been known for some years that the brain pro 
duces electrical activity at the microvolt level. That 

I electrical activity has been detected, ampli?ed and re 
corded, usually using stylus-type recordings, and such 
recordings have been studied, for example, as an indi 
cation of neurological damage. The awake brain waves 
have been categorized according to the predominant 

. frequency of the waves as Alpha, which is 7.5-1.3 cy 
cles per second (Hz); Beta, which is 13-28 cycles per 
second; and Theta, which is 3.5-7.5 cycles per second. 
The deepest state of sleep is characterized by waves 

of high amplitude and low frequency, called Delta 
waves. On the other side of the spectrum, when one is 
in a normal awake and alert state, the brain produces 
waves of very high frequency and low amplitude, called 
Beta waves. 

But if one relaxes and lets his attention drift down 
ward, the brain will produce bursts of high amplitude, 
low frequency (7.5-13 cycles per second) Alpha 
waves. A high degree of Alpha activity -~ the Alpha 
state — is often recorded in individuals during Yoga 
and Zen meditation. 
A few years ago it was determined that it was possible 

for some, but not all, human subjects undergoing tests 
to modify certain of their autogenic muscular and other 
body activity by means of “bio-feedback”. In this sense 
biofeedback is a rough analogy derived‘from the elec 
trical engineering term “positive feedback” to indicate 
that an individual who is able to monitor certain of his 
autogenic responses becomes able, over time, to con 
sciously control those responses. For example, some of 
the earlier work in this ?eld had to do with temperature 
gradients between the forehead and the hand. An indi 
vidual watched a meter which indicated that tempera 
ture gradient and, within a relatively short period of 
time, for example, one or two days, by varying their in 
ternal thought processes, for example, their internal 
imaging, some subjects were able to consciously con 
trol that temperature difference. Some subjects were 
able, after a period of training, to raise the temperature 
of their hand by a measurable and repeatable amount. 
That particular experiment has proven fruitful in some 
instances in relieving individuals of migrain headaches, 
which are believed to be associated with blood ?ow in 
certain regions of the brain. 

It has been shown, by a series of experiments, that 
not only can human subjects learn to identify the Alpha 
and non~Alpha states, but experiments have shown that 
many are able to control their minds to the extent of 
entering and sustaining either state upon command. 
The original problem was ?nding easy and less time 

consuming methods for teaching subjects brain-wave 
control. The answer was to devise an instrument that 
would translate the occurrence of Alpha. waves, as 
measured by the EEG machine, into a tone or tone 
change. Each time a subject produces Alpha waves, he 
simultaneously generates a tone or tone change. When 
he stops, the tone or tone change also stops. The sub 
ject had only one task: find some way to keepthe tone 
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2 
change audible for as long as possible. As it turns out, 
many persons trained in this manner can learn to pro 
duce Alpha at will in a relatively short period of time. 

In the past few years, the research on training brain 
waves has accelerated. Not only Alpha, but Beta, Theta 
and even Delta have come under voluntary control, at 
least in the laboratory. The machinery has also been 
modified. In certain instruments, tone can be amplified 
to indicate increases in brain-wave intensity, or it can 
be replaced by another form of feedback, such as light. 
However, such instruments, may be relatively complex 
or expensive. The basic technique, however, remains 
the same: the brain-wave impulses, which elude our 
normal consciousness, are piped through EEG machine 
electrodes, ampli?ed by delicate circuitry and ?nally 
translated into light, sound or some other medium that 
is accessible to the senses. Once turned into himself, 
almost anyone can learn to identify speci?c brain-wave 
states and, in short order, to control them. 

If speci?c brain waves are associated with speci?c 
states of consciousness, why does one need feedback? 
If one is in the Alpha state he should be able to experi 
ence it directly. Why does one need this elaborate bio 
feedback setup to tell us what we are feeling? 
There are two answers to this question. First, a sur 

prising number of people really do not know what they 
are feeling. Our culture does not teach us to develop 
the sensitivity needed to detect subtle shifts in our emo 
tional chemistry. To feel means to be aware, but most 
“feel” by jolting their nervous systems beyond the con 
ditioned state of civilized numbness with television, 
drugs, alcohol and loud music. These devices stimulate, 
but in the long run they may reduce the ability to feel. 
Second, brain-wave experiences are not the same in 

all individuals. While brain waves can be measured ob 
jectively by the number of cycles the brain generates 
per second, the subjective experience of particular fre 
quencies varies according to the individual. If one has 
Alpha, it may mean a good state or it may just mean so 
many cycles per second. One person’s experience of 
Alpha can be another person’s experience of Theta. Al 
though Alpha is usually correlated with feelings of re 
laxation and well-being, this is not always the case. For 
some people, the production of Alpha can even be an 
upsetting experience. They have spent so much of their 
time keeping busy that slowing down from Beta into 
Alpha is a source of anxiety and apprehension. The ef 
fects of bio-feedback training apply to the statistical 
majority; they are not universal. 

It has been found that the obtaining of Alpha control 
is an evolutionary process with many subjects. For the 
?rst few sessions they may experience relatively little 
Alpha and only some subjective feeling that Alpha is 
real. However, as more control is gained, gradually 
over a period of practice, their skill may improve; and 
with suf?cient practice they ?nally achieve a control 
which may be objectively ascertained by use of the ma 
chine of the present invention. Eventually with some 
subjects the Alpha state will be so obvious and second 
nature that they will not need the machine to produce 
that state. 
Although it has been indicated by many subjects that 

the Alpha state is relaxing and pleasant, such reaction 
is by no means uniform since some subjects simply re 
port it as interesting and curious and some subjects re 
port it as being associated with no special feeling. 
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It has been hypothesized, although not proven, that 
Theta rhythms are related to such deep unconscious 
activity as inner visualization, memory, imagery and 
creativity. 
The machine of the present invention, as other bio 

feedback machines, does not produce Alpha activity 
but rather indicates the presence or absence of such 
brain waves. By knowing when Alpha activity brain 
waves is or is not present, the subject quickly learns 
some degree of control over those brain waves. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The instrument of the present invention provides bio 
feedback by giving an audible signal to the user. That 
audible signal is a constant background hum which 
changes in frequency, that is, it changes in sound when 
the subject’s brain is producing Alpha waves so that the 
subject can learn to identify or later increase or sup 
press Alpha wave patterns. The same machine, by a 
switch on its control panel being switched to an alterna 
tive position, can help the subject to identify Theta 
waves. 

A first electrode, attached to an adjustable head 
band, is placed on the subject’s head, preferably occti 
pally, using a conductive disk electrode. A second elec 
trode is clipped to the ear. The electrodes are remov 
ably connected to a control instrument which has a 
combined on-off and volume control and also a switch 
for selecting Alpha or Theta waves. The circuitry 
within the control instrument includes a high-gain low 
noise transistor, an operational amplifier, a band-pass 
network and a unijunction device which acts as an os 
cillator. The output is to a jack in which headphones or 
a tape recorder may be connected. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE INVENTION 

It is an objective of the present invention to provide 
a bio-feedback instrument which will amplify Alpha or 
Theta brain waves and provide an audible signal indi 
cating such waves without interference from eye move 
ments. 

It is a further objective of the present invention to 
provide such an instrument which is relatively simple in 
construction, low in cost and will be not subject to fre 
quent repairs or factory adjustments. 

It is a further objective of the present invention to 
provide such an instrument which utilizes a single 9 
volt battery so that the circuitry may be less complex 
and the problem of replacing the battery may be less 
troublesome. 

It is a further objective to provide such an instrument 
in which the output may be a tone which changes its 
characteristics and may be heard through an earphone 
or either simultaneously or alternatively to the ear 
phone may be recorded on a tape recorder. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objectives of the present invention will be ap 
parent from the detailed description set forth below, 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the bio-feedback de 

vice of the present invention, showing the earphones, 
the headband with its associated electrode, and the 
control instrument; 
FIG. 2 is a detailed schematic drawing of the circuitry 

of the control instrument; 
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4 
FIG. 3 is a detailed schematic circuit diagram of a 

modified input stage in which the other portions of the 
circuitry of FIG. 2 are not changed; 
FIG. 4 is a detailed schematic circuit diagram of an 

alternative output stage of the circuit of FIG. 2, in 
which the other portions of the circuitry of FIG. 2 are 
not changed; and 
FIG. 5 is similar to FIG. 2 and presents an alternative 

circuit for the control instrument. 
As shown in FIG. 1, the device of the present inven 

tion includes a headband 10 which is adjustable and 
which preferably is of a somewhat stretchable woven 
material. The headband has, on its inner face on one 
end and on its outer face on the opposite end, a mate 
rial such as Velcro, trademark of American Velcro, 
Inc., which is removably selfadherent, or a series of 
snaps. This enables the headband to be placed around 
the subject’s head, adjusted and readily fastened 
thereon. A metal electrode disk contactor 12 is secured 
to the headband. A wire 13, which is electrically insu 
lated, leads from the electrode 12 to ajack which is re 
movably plugged into the control instrument 14. A sec 
ond wire 15, which is also electrically insulated, leads 
from that same jack plugged into the control instru 
ment 14 to a spring-loaded clip electrode 16. The elec 
trode 16 is adapted to be removably clipped to the sub 
ject’s earlobe. This arrangement greatly reduces the ad 
verse effects of eye motion. 
The control instrument 14 is a small rectangular box. 

It has a second input jack 17 which is adapted to re 
movably receive a male plug 18 connected to an insu 
lated wire 19 leading to a crystal earphone 20. The 
crystal earphone is an electromagnetic transducer 
which converts electrical waves into an audible sound. 
The audible sound produced by the earphone 20 is con 
ducted, by the pair of hollow tubes 21 and 22, to the 
subject‘s ears, the ends of the tubes 21 and 22 being 
adapted to be inserted in the subject’s ears. 
The control instrument 14 has a rotatable knob 25 

which may be placed in the “of ” position or alterna 
tively may be clicked to the “on” position and rotated 
clockwise to both activate the instrument and to con 
trol the volume. A toggle switch 23 protrudes from the 
face 24 of the instrument and has two opposite posi 
tions labeled “alpha” and “theta”. These two positions 
of the toggle switch 23 correspond to picking up and 
amplifying respectively the Alpha or Theta waves. 
As shown in the detailed schematic drawing of FIG. 

2, the circuitry of the control instrument 14 is relatively 
simple so as to be low in cost and require little or no 
maintenance. The power for the device is obtained 
from a 9-volt dry cell battery 30, which is preferably of 
the conventional transistor radio type. The negative 
terminal of the battery 30 is grounded, that is, the nega 
tive lead which is a removable cap is soldered to a line 
which acts as the ground line of the circuit board. The 
second removable cap is connected to a wire 31 which 
leads to the on-off switch 32. This on-off switch 32 is 
the same switch as the switch 15 and is ganged to the 
volume control 33, which volume control 33 uses a 
conventional rotatable adjustable resistor (potentiom 
eter) 34. The switch 32 is connected by line 35 to one 
end of a resistor 36 (470 K ohms) and also to one end 
of a resistor 36a(3.9 K ohms) and also to the input ter 
minal 7 of the operational ampli?er 38. 
The operational ampli?er 38 is preferably a linear in 

tegrated circuit and may be of the type UA74lCV (for 
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mer No. N574-1V), which is a high performance opera 
tional amplifier having high open loop gain, internal 
compensation, high common mode range and tempera 
ture stability. It is used in the T-package with pin 2 
being an inverting input, pin 3 the non-inverting input, 
pin 6 the output, pin ‘7 the positive voltage (from bat 
tery 30) and pin 4 the negative voltage (the ground 
connection). The operational amplifier 38 is biased for 
single-ended operation, that is, it is biased by its con 
necting biasing resistors for operation in about the cen 
ter of the voltage of the battery cell. 
The opposite end of the resistor 36 is connected to 

a capacitor 37 (0.005 MFD) and to the terminal A of 
the unijunction device 39. The unijunction device 39 is 
preferably a PNPN transistor and may suitably be of 
the type D13T1 available from General Electric. The 
type D13T1, called a “programmable unijunction tran 
sistor - PUT“, is a three-terminal planar passivated 
PNPN device whose terminals are designated anode 
(A), anode gate ((3) and cathode (K). 
The output of the unijunction device 39 is connected 

by line 39a to the previously mentioned potentiometer 
34 (10 K ohms) whose opposite end 40 is grounded. 
A female inputjack 51) is provided. One line 51 to the 

jack 50 leads to the ground and to a resistor 52 (680 
K ohms). The other jack terminal is connected by the 
line 52a to one end of the capacitor 53 (5 MFD), the 
opposite end of the capacitor 53 being connected to 
the base of the low-noise high-grade transistor 54. For 
example, transistor 54 is of the type 2N5828, which is 
an NPN silicon transistor. That transistor type 2N5 828 
is a planar, passivated, epitaxial transistor which ampli 
?es signals at the audio range with good gain linearity 
at the microvolt level. 
The collector 55 of the transistor 54 is connected to 

one end of the resistor 56 (27 K ohms) and to one end 
of the resistor 57 (5.6 megohms). The emitter of tran 
sistor 54 is connected to one end of the resistor 58 ( 15 
K ohms), whose other end is grounded, and also to one 
end of the capacitor 59a (100 MFD), whose opposite 
terminal is grounded. A common connection point 60 
(between capacitor 53 and transistor 54) is also con 
nected to resistor 61 (1.2 megohms), whose opposite 
end is connected to capacitor 62 (100 MFD). The op 
posite side of that capacitor 62 is also grounded. The 
input to pin 2 of the operational amplifier 38 is from a 
network consisting of a resistor 65 (5.6 megohms), a 
capacitor 66 (0.015 MFD), and a capacitor 67 (0.22 
MFD). That network is connected between the input 2 
of the operational amplifier 38 and its output 6. The 
output 6 is connected to a resistor 68 (11 K ohms) 
whose opposite terminal is connected to the G terminal 
of unijunction device 39. 

All of the above-mentioned components are utilized 
in connection with the ampli?cation and filtering of the 
Alpha waves. However, in addition, the instrument will 
selectively amplify and filter the Theta waves by chang 
ing of position of the toggle switch 23. The toggle 
switch 2.3 closes the contacts 23a and 23b to add in the 
components shown in dashed lines. T hcse components 
are the capacitor 70 (0.22 MFD), which is placed in 
parallel with the capacitor 67, and also the capacitor 71 
(0.015 MFD), which is placed in parallel with the ca 
pacitor 66. A common junction '72 between capacitors 
66 and 6'7 is connected through the resistor 73 (12 K 
ohms) to ground 74. 
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‘ As shown in FIG. 2, the input is to the jack 50 and 
either the head electrode 12 or the ear electrode 16 
may be connected to either of the lines 52a or 51. The 
capacitor 53 prevents direct current from reaching the 
subjectand the resistors 61 and 52 bias the transistor 
54. The output of the transistor 54 is to the filtering 
network comprising resistor 57 and capacitor 5912 
which cuts off past 10 cycles, thereby attenuating or 
eliminating any 60 Hz hum which may be picked up 
from power lines in the vicinity. 
The band-pass filter (the network for alpha waves) 

consists of resistors 65 and 73 and capacitors 67 and 
66. When the ganged switch 23a and 23b is thrown, so 
that those switch contacts are set for Theta waves, the 
capacitors 70 and 71 are added to the network. 
The band-pass network sets the center of the band 

pass filter which, for Alpha waves, is at 10 cycles. With 
the switch contacts 23a and 23b closed for Theta 
waves, the center of the band-pass filter is at 5 cycles. 
The network also determines the band width, which 
width for Alpha frequencies is at 2 cycles and at Theta 
frequency is at 1 cycle. In both cases the network also 
sets the closed loop gain as the band-pass network, to 
gether with the operational ampli?er, comprises an ac 
tive ?lter. 
The resistor 68, which is connected to the output pin 

6 of the operational amplifier 38, programs the uni 
junction device 39, that is, the characteristics of the 
unijunction device 39 are modi?ed by the value of the 
resistor 68. The unijunction device with its associated 
bias resistor 36 and capacitor 37 constitutes a free 
running oscillator. ‘ ‘ 

In operation, when there is a voltage at pin 6, the v 
voltage battery 30 through resistor 36 charges up the 
capacitor 37. When the voltage at the anode gate A 
reaches the threshold voltage, which is approximately 
the voltage at pin 6, then the voltage which has been 
stored at capacitor 37 is discharged through the uni 
junction device 39 to the variable resistor 34. Once that 
discharge has occurred, which is seen at the output line 
33 as an electrical wave and which is heard at the ear 
phone as a hum, then the voltage again starts to build 
up through resistor 36 upon capacitor 37. 1f the voltage 
at the gate G is made higher, then the frequency de 
creases. Such a change of frequency occurs when 
Alpha waves are received at the input jack 50 and am 
pli?ed, thereby providing an output at pin 6 of the op 
erational ampli?er 38. The background oscillation is 
the normal oscillation of the unijunction device and its 
associated circuit of about 1000 cycles. The modulat 
ing frequency at pin 6 is a sinusoidal wave at 10 cycles 
frequency. Consequently, there are two separate ef 
fects resulting from the presence of Alpha wave input. 
First, there is a sinusoidal output at pin 6 of the opera 
tional ampli?er, which ( 1) modulates the normal oscil 
lation of the unijunction device and (2) provides a de 
gree of amplitude modulation due to the changes of 
voltage at pin 6. In the second effect, the strength (am 
plitude) of the Alpha wave, as distinct from its fre 
quency, gives a different amplitude modulation which 
can be heard, resulting from the higher voltages pro 
duced at pin 6. 
As shown in FIG. 3, the single input transistor 54 of 

FIG. 2 may alternatively be replaced by a series of tran 
sistors in order to obtain additional gain and sensitivity. 
The portions of the circuit which are the same have 
been labeled with prime numbers. It will be seen that 
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the transistor 54’ has its output at the collector 55' con 
nected to the base 80 of the second transistor 81. The 
collector 82 of the second transistor is connected to the 
resistor 57' (corresponding to resistor 57). In addition, 
suitable biases on the second transistor 81 are provided 
by resistors 83 and 84 and 85. The sensitivity of the de 
vice may be set by the variable resistor 86. 
An alternative output stage, as shown in FIG. 4, com 

prises a transformer 91 which is in parallel with the 
variable resistor (potentiometer) volume control 
switch 34 (shown in FIG. 2). As shown in FIG. 4, the 
transformer 91 has its primary 90 connected to the 
cathode K of unijunction device 39’. 
The secondary 92 of the transformer 91 is connected 

to a jack into which may be plugged a tape recorder or 
a set of earphones. The extra earphones may be those 
of a monitoring teacher and the user’s earphones 93 are 
connected directly to the primary 90, see FIG. 4. The 
transformer 91 acts as an output for isolation purposes 
when using an A.C. operated device such as a tape re 
corder or audio ampli?er. 
A further modi?cation is shown in FIG. 5. The num 

bers of the parts shown in FIG. 2 are the same, except 
that prime numbers are used to indicate corresponding 
parts. In the circuit of FIG. 2 and FIG. 4, the transistor 
54' is preferably of type 2N5089 and the operational 
amplifier 38 is one-half of integrated circuit type 5558, 
a dual operational ampli?er available from Motorola. 
The other half, i.e., the other operational ampli?er 101, 
is used as the free-running oscillator. The ampli?er’s 
input at pin 5 is connected, by resistor 102, to its output 
103 (pin 7). Its input at pin 6 is connected, by resistor 
104, and optional tone control 105 to output 103 and 
grounded through capacitor 106. The frequency of the 
free-running oscillator is varied (modulated) from the 
line having resistor 67’. 
We claim: 
1. A brain wave bio-feedback instrument comprising 

an adjustable headband, an electrode supported by said 
headband, a second electrode, means for clipping the 
second electrode on a subject’s ear and including a 
spring-operated clip, a control device, a ?rst switch 
mounted on said control device, a single battery cell 
positioned within said control device and connected to 
said ?rst switch and to a ground, an operational ampli 
?er having an input and an output, means connecting 
one of said electrodes in series with said operational 
ampli?er input, means connecting the other electrode 
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8 
to ground, a set of biasing resistors connected to said 
operational ampli?er and biasing said operational am 
pli?er for operation at about the mid-point of the volt 
age of said battery cell, a resistor-capacitor band-pass 
means connected between the input and output of said 
operational ampli?er and comprising an active ?lter 
network with said operational ampli?er, a voltage con 
trolled oscillator, said voltage controlled oscillator 
being connected to the output of said voperational am 
pli?er so that the oscillator’s frequency is thereby mod 
ulated by the output voltage of said operational ampli 
?er, a sound transducer connected to said voltage con 
trolled oscillator, and a second switch mounted on said 
control device to provide selection between Alpha and 
non-Alpha waves and connected to said band-pass 
means to selectively alter the operating elements of 
said band-pass means. 

2. An instrument as in claim 1 wherein said voltage 
controlled oscillator comprises a single active device 
which is a programmable unijunction transistor having 
an anode, an anode gate and a cathode, wherein said 
anode gate is connected to the output of said opera 
tional amplifier and the cathode is connected to the 
sound transducer and the anode is connected in series 
with the battery cell. 

3. An instrument as in claim 2 and further comprising 
a variable resistor connected between said cathode and 
said ground which variable resistor operates as a vol 
ume control. 

4. An instrument as in claim 1 wherein said voltage 
controlled oscillator includes a second operational am 
pli?er having its input and output connected to a resis 
tor-capacitor network. 

5. An instrument as in claim 4 wherein said two oper 
ational ampli?ers are formed as linear integrated cir 
cuits on a single chip. 

6. An instrument as in claim 1 wherein an amplifier 
which is a low noise high-gain device is connected be 
tween one of the said electrodes and the input of said 
operational amplifier and the battery cell. 

7. An instrument as in claim 1 wherein a complemen 
tary pair of transistors is connected in cascade between 
said device input and said operational amplifier input. 

8. An instrument as in claim 1 wherein the sound 
transducer is an earphone and connected thereto a pair 
of tubular earphones. 

* * =l= * * 


